This single person has changed general practice in Britain in a profound way. There was a time when we had an enviably good general practitioner (GP) service, with individual personal care for each person in our countries. People could rely on their doctor to be responsible for their medical care day and night. The GP was usually a trusted and well-respected friend. They were the gateway to secondary, hospital care. Many GPs had their own beds in smaller community hospitals. They were very powerful and tolerably welloff people. Unsurprisingly, politicians became aware and a little jealous of this. The Minister of Health, Kenneth Clarke, made the public comment that doctors only really cared about the size of their wallet. That meant war. Harold Shipman came along at just the right time for them.
Most people thought that he was a thoroughly wicked man to poison his elderly patients by the hundred. Through institutional incompetence he continued to do so long after he was first exposed by an observant and competent GP, who reported him to the authorities. A superficial investigation was carried out, and he was initially exonerated. He had worked the system and exposed it as incompetent. The authorities were infuriated and spent millions of pounds investigating how this could have happened. The politicians and the public demanded action and that a fail-proof system be instituted to prevent it from ever happening again. This is a little bit like the First World War being the war to end all war.
In this war, the politicians saw their chance to emasculate the position of doctors in our society. Along with the General Medical Council they introduced quinquennial revalidation for all doctors. This process requires each and every registered doctor to have an annual appraisal by another, specially trained, doctor. This appraisal requires about three full days of the doctor's time to report on the last year's work, to reflect on it and to prepare a plan for their next year's work. This may be good for a very young doctor in training. How much use is it for a well-established expert or GP?
Further, every five years the appraising doctor reports to a ''Responsible Doctor'' with a summary of the previous five appraisals, which must include a ''360-degree review'', and the victim's reflections on this review. It requires a comprehensive review by at least 12 colleagues and by at least 28 patients. Consider how easy that is for a doctor whose patients are all recently arrested prisoners! All this has to be reflected by the doctor concerned in a positive way, with comments on how to change to be a better doctor.
The whole of this nonsense costs the doctor a huge amount of money, in the region of 1000 a year, plus all the days' work wasted on the process. As the Spectator has said, this revalidation scheme is perfectly suited to the dishonest, the cheat, the silver tongued and the rogue. Dr Shipman would have sailed through it.
It is little wonder that the NHS is short of competent doctors. Good doctors simply do not wish to be treated in this way by box-ticking bureaucrats.
